Human parainfluenza virus type 1 (HPIV1) is the principal cause of laryngotracheobronchitis, or croup, and HPIV1, -2, and -3 are collectively the second most common cause of pediatric respiratory hospitalizations, surpassed only by respiratory syncytial virus (14, 45) . The clinical manifestations of HPIV1 range from mild disease, including rhinitis, pharyngitis, and otitis media, to severe disease, including croup, bronchiolitis, and pneumonia (7) . Licensed vaccines against any of the HPIVs are currently not available, but ongoing efforts to develop HPIV3 vaccines that employ cDNA-derived live attenuated viruses have progressed to phase 1/2 clinical evaluation (31) (32) (33) .
HPIV1 is an enveloped, negative-sense, nonsegmented RNA virus. The viral genome, 15.6 kb in length, consists of six genes (3Ј-N-P/C-M-F-HN-L-5Ј), which encode the nucleoprotein (N), phosphoprotein (P), C proteins (C), matrix protein (M), fusion protein (F), hemagglutinin-neuraminidase protein (HN), and large polymerase protein (L). The C proteins comprise a nested set of four carboxy-coterminal proteins, designated CЈ, C, Y1, and Y2, that are expressed from individual start sites in a second open reading frame within the P/C gene and are thought to play an important role in HPIV1 virulence (47) . The C proteins of Sendai virus (SeV), or murine PIV1, are the best studied of the paramyxovirus C proteins, and there is considerable sequence conservation between the SeV and HPIV1 C proteins. However, the P/C gene organization of SeV differs from that of HPIV1 in that SeV expresses a second accessory protein, the V protein, in addition to the C proteins. There are also phenotypic differences between SeV and HPIV1 C protein mutants. SeV mutants that do not express any of the C proteins (SeV C knockouts) could be recovered using reverse genetics, which identified the C proteins as nonessential viral proteins (39) . However, SeV C knockouts are restricted in replication in vitro and in vivo, which reflects the observation that the C proteins are multifunctional (16, 27, 44, 53) . SeV C proteins have been shown to regulate viral replication (8) , promote viral assembly (23) , confer virulence in mice (28) , suppress apoptosis in HEp-2 cells (38) , and interfere with antiviral host defense through interferon (IFN) antagonism (19, 35) . Recent studies evaluating the HPIV1 C proteins have also identified them as nonessential (4) and demonstrated an important role for the HPIV1 C proteins as IFN antagonists following infection of A549 and MRC-5 human respiratory epithelial cells (6, 66) . Specifically, the HPIV1 C proteins inhibit the induction and signaling of IFN in the host cell.
The induction of IFN synthesis following virus infection depends on a number of pattern recognition receptors that recognize conserved pathogen-associated molecular patterns and initiate downstream signaling cascades (29) . The IFN antiviral pathway can be activated by double-stranded RNA (dsRNA), 5Ј-triphosphate single-stranded RNA, or viral infection. The presence of dsRNA, an intermediate of viral replication, is recognized as a pathogen-associated molecular pattern by Toll-like receptor 3 and two caspase recruitment domain (CARD)-containing RNA helicases, retinoic acid-inducible protein I (RIG-I) and melanoma-associated differentiation protein 5 (MDA-5), which are constitutively expressed and act as intracytoplasmic sensors of dsRNA (2, 63, 73) . RIG-I also specifically binds single-stranded RNA with 5Ј-triphosphate ends to distinguish self from nonself RNA (24, 51, 63, 72) . Toll-like receptor 3 uses the adaptor TIR domain-containing adaptor inducing IFN-␤ (TRIF), while RIG-I and MDA-5 recruit another CARD-containing adaptor, mitochondrial antiviral signaling protein (MAVS, also referred to as IPS-1, Cardif, or VISA), to relay the signal to the kinases TBK1 and IKK-i, which phosphorylate IRF3 (IFN regulatory factor 3), and to IKK␤, which activates the NF-B pathway (13, 37, 48, 60, 70) . Once activated, IRF3 translocates into the nucleus and binds the positive regulatory domain III (PRDIII) of the IFN-␤ promoter. RIG-I and MDA-5 can distinguish between different RNA viruses (36) . IFN production in response to SeV infection is specifically dependent on RIG-I expression, whereas IFN production in response to picornavirus infection is dependent on MDA-5 expression (36) . IRF-3 and NF-B, together with ATF-2/c-Jun, form an enhanceosome that binds to the IFN-␤ promoter, inducing transcription of the IFNB gene. IFN-␤, in turn, controls the expression of a broad array of antiviral genes (71) . Transcriptional activation of type I IFN is biphasic. One gene encodes the prototypical IFN-␤, while more than a dozen IFN species comprise the IFN-␣ family (64) . Recognition of viral infection results in the phosphorylation of constitutively expressed IRF3 to induce IFN-␤ and IFN-␣1 expression in human cells as part of the early response to virus infection. Once early type I IFN is produced and secreted, it binds to the type I IFN receptor on the surface of the infected and neighboring cells, activates the JAK-STAT signal transduction cascade, and induces the formation of IFNstimulated gene factor 3 (ISGF3), which consists of a heterotrimeric complex of STAT1, STAT2, and IRF9. ISGF3 binds to the IFN-stimulated response elements (ISRE) within the promoter regions of several hundred IFN-inducible genes, including 2Ј-5Ј-oligoadenylate synthetase (OAS), dsRNA-dependent protein kinase (PKR), and IRF7. The de novo-produced IRF7 is phosphorylated and can then activate production of additional type I IFNs, including IFN-␤ and the full set of IFN-␣'s (58) . Thus, immediate-early expression of IFN-␤ and IFN-␣1, induced by IRF3, NF-B, and ATF-2, occurs soon after viral infection is detected, while delayed expression of the entire type I IFN family, induced by IRF7, occurs only after IFN-␤ and IFN-␣1 secretion, receptor binding, and signaling to amplify a robust feed-forward antiviral response (43, 64) .
Our laboratory has established a reverse-genetics system for HPIV1 that allows the generation of infectious virus from cDNA (46) . By use of this system, a number of HPIV1 mutants containing mutations in the C gene have been generated to investigate C protein function and to generate novel live attenuated experimental vaccines that are attenuated by disturbing the IFN antagonistic function of the C gene (66) . Previously, a phenylalanine-to-serine substitution of amino acid 170 of SeV was shown to significantly attenuate a highly virulent SeV strain, increasing the 50% lethal dose 20,000-fold in mice (17) . This C F170S mutation, which affects all four C proteins without affecting the P protein, was introduced into the P/C gene of recombinant HPIV1 (rHPIV1) by reverse genetics (46) . This mutant, designated rHPIV1-C F170S and referred to here as C F170S , was previously found to be defective in inhibiting IFN-␤ induction and signaling in vitro and to be attenuated for replication in the respiratory tracts of hamsters and African green monkeys (AGMs) (3, 66) . Whereas wild-type (wt) HPIV1 infection abrogated IRF3 dimerization and nuclear translocation, infection with rHPIV1-C F170S resulted in IRF3 activation and IFN-␤ production (66) . The wt HPIV1 C proteins were also shown to inhibit IFN signaling by blocking STAT1 and STAT2 nuclear translocation, and wt HPIV1 could overcome a preexisting IFN-␤-induced antiviral state in MRC-5 cells (6) . In contrast to wt HPIV1, rHPIV1-C F170S did not inhibit the establishment of an antiviral state (66) .
More recently, we constructed a mutant HPIV1 that does not express any of the four C proteins, which is designated rHPIV1-P(CϪ) and is referred to here as P(CϪ) (4) . In this virus, the CЈ start codon was deleted, the C start codon was mutated, and several stop codons were inserted to ensure that the CЈ, C, Y1, and Y2 proteins could not be expressed. All of the above-described mutations were designed to be silent in the P open reading frame. Interestingly, the P(CϪ) and C F170S mutant viruses differ in their in vitro and in vivo phenotypes. The P(CϪ) mutant is highly attenuated in vivo in AGMs, whereas the C F170S mutant is only moderately attenuated. In addition, infection with the P(CϪ) mutant leads to early and significant induction of apoptosis, while C F170S and wt HPIV1 are very weak inducers of apoptosis (4) .
Microarray-based analyses are increasingly being used in virology and have helped to elucidate virus-host interactions for a number of viruses (reviewed in reference 30). In the present study, we used a microarray-based analysis of the kinetics of gene expression to examine (i) how wt HPIV1 infection altered human respiratory epithelial cell gene expression, (ii) what role IFN-␤ played in this response, (iii) how the response to infection with the C mutant viruses C F170S and P(CϪ) compared to the response to infection with wt HPIV1, and (iv) whether the phenotypic differences between the two C mutant viruses (levels of attenuation and apoptosis phenotypes) could be explained on a transcriptional level. We compared the mRNA levels in A549 cells treated with IFN-␤ or infected with wt HPIV1, C F170S , or P(CϪ) by using a microarray that represented the full complement of known human genes. To examine the function of the C proteins in the infected cell, the expression patterns of cells infected with HPIV1 C mutant viruses were compared to that of cells infected with wt HPIV1. We show that the C proteins of HPIV1 profoundly suppress the innate response of human respiratory cells to infection with this important pediatric respiratory virus.
LLC-MK2 cells (ATCC) were maintained in Opti-MEM I (Gibco-Invitrogen) supplemented with 0.1 mg/ml gentamicin sulfate and 5% fetal bovine serum.
Recombinant wt HPIV1 and C F170S and P(CϪ) mutants were each recovered from cDNA as previously described (4, 46, 47) . All viral infections were carried out at 32°C in media containing 1.2% recombinant trypsin TrypLE Select (Gibco-Invitrogen) without fetal bovine serum. Virus stocks were generated by infecting LLC-MK2 cells at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.01 50% tissue culture infectious doses (TCID 50 ) per cell and by harvesting supernatant on day 7 postinfection (p.i.). Virus particles in the supernatant were purified by centrifugation in a discontinuous 30%/60% sucrose gradient in 0.05 M HEPES and 0.1 M MgSO 4 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at 120,000 ϫ g for 90 min at 4°C. This purification was performed to minimize contamination of virus suspensions used to infect cells with cellular proteins, including IFN. Virus titers were determined by infecting LLC-MK2 cell monolayers with serial 10-fold dilutions of virus, and infected cultures were detected 7 days p.i. by hemadsorption with guinea pig erythrocytes (61) . The titers of sucrose-purified wt HPIV1, C F170S , and P(CϪ) were determined at 8.9, 9.1, and 8.5 log 10 TCID 50 per ml, respectively. Viral genomic RNA was isolated from the sucrose-purified stocks for sequence analysis by use of a QIAamp viral RNA minikit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and then reverse transcribed using a Superscript II first-strand synthesis system (Invitrogen), amplified using an Advantage high-fidelity PCR kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA), and purified using a High Pure PCR purification kit (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) per the manufacturers' protocols and as previously described (47) . The identity of each virus was confirmed by sequencing the entire viral genome using BigDye Terminator v1.1 on a DNA analyzer 3730 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) and analysis with Sequencher 4.7 (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI).
Microarray sample preparation and expression analysis. A549 cells were mock infected or infected in triplicate at an MOI of 5 TCID 50 per cell with wt HPIV1, C F170S , or P(CϪ) for 6, 12, 24, and 48 h. In an independent experiment, additional A549 cell cultures were treated in triplicate with 300 pg/ml (60 IU/ml) of IFN-␤ (Avonex; Biogen Inc., Cambridge, MA) for 6 or 24 h. We chose this concentration because we previously found that infection of A549 cells with C F170S and P(CϪ) led to IFN secretion that resulted in an IFN concentration of approximately 300 pg/ml in the cell supernatant (4, 66) . Thus, four treatment groups, i.e., IFN-␤ treatment, as well as infection with wt HPIV1, C F170S , and P(CϪ), were analyzed separately (IFN-␤ treatment at two time points and each of the three virus infections at four time points).
Cellular RNA was extracted from infected/treated cells by use of an RNeasy minikit and treated with an RNase-free DNase set (Qiagen). RNA from virusinfected and IFN-␤-treated A549 cells was labeled with Cy5 while RNA from mock-infected samples was labeled with Cy3 using a two-color, low-RNA-input linear amp kit plus (Agilent Technologies, Foster City, CA) per the manufacturer's protocol. Labeled RNA was hybridized onto whole-human-genome 44K oligonucleotide microarrays (Agilent catalog number G4112F) and was scanned with a DNA microarray scanner (Agilent Technologies) per the manufacturer's protocol. This microarray detects the expression of over 41,000 genes and expressed sequence tags, representing all known genes in the human genome. Spot detection, signal quantitation, dye normalization by Lowess regression, and quality control assessment of control RNA spike-ins were performed using Feature Extraction software v9.5 (Agilent Technologies). Data were then loaded into GeneSpring GX 7.3.1 (Agilent Technologies) for signal normalization, statistical tests, and hierarchical clustering. Relative gene expression ratios for virus-infected and IFN-␤-treated cells compared to mock-infected cells were calculated by dividing the intensity of the Cy5 signal by the Cy3 signal intensity. Each array was normalized to the median signal ratio of all probes on the array. Genes were defined as being differentially expressed between two samples if they were flagged as present in at least one sample and exhibited at least a fourfold difference that was statistically significant after multiple testing correction with a Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate of P of Ͻ0.01. The fourfold cutoff was chosen to minimize false positives and increase confidence in our data interpretation. Wei et al. give sample sizes required for detecting differential gene expression with 1.5-fold-, 2-fold-, and 4-fold-change cutoffs; lower cutoffs lead to a greater rate of false positives and a requirement for much larger sample sizes to detect significant changes by statistical tests (68) . The phenotypic differences between the C mutant viruses were striking and were expected to be associated with large changes in expression that could be detected above fourfold. A total of 2,612 genes were identified as significantly differentially expressed compared to levels with mock infection in at least one of the four infection/treatment groups. To identify differences in gene expression among wt HPIV1, C F170S , and P(CϪ), we selected 1,314 of the 2,612 genes that demonstrated significant differential expression in at least one pairwise comparison between virus infections at the same time point and/or between IFN-␤ treatment and mock treatment.
Hierarchical clustering was performed on individual samples based on the expression ratios at each time point using a Pearson correlation as a measure of similarity between expression profiles. These clusters are groups of genes that share similarities in the patterns with which their levels of expression vary over all sampling time points (11) .
Functional genomic bioinformatics. The clusters identified as described above were further examined for commonalities in functional characteristics, including overrepresentation of biological pathways and overrepresentation of transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) within each respective cluster. Overrepresented functional pathways within each cluster of genes were searched against the Agilent whole-human-genome reference set using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis 5.5.1 (Ingenuity Systems, Redwood City, CA). Statistically overrepresented functional pathways (P Ͻ 0.05 using a right-tailed Fisher exact test) were retained for further analysis. A P value of less than 0.05 in the Fisher exact test indicates that the proportion of probes in the cluster, compared to every other probe on the Agilent whole-genome array, involved in a pathway is greater than would be expected by chance. TFBSs that were overrepresented within each cluster were identified using oPOSSUM single-site analysis software to search the 2,000-bp upstream sequence of each gene in the cluster against the JASPAR database (25, 57, 67) . JASPAR is an open-access, curated, nonredundant database of 123 sequence motif matrices of experimentally defined TFBSs. Genes with assigned Entrez Gene identifiers were loaded into oPOSSUM to examine upstream sequences in all of the genes within each respective cluster of genes. oPOSSUM retrieves upstream promoter sequences from Ensembl (www.ensembl.org); uses phylogenetic footprinting to identify conserved, functional, noncoding DNA; and aligns sequences to position-specific scoring sequence matrices in JASPAR in order to identify high-quality, predicted, evolutionarily conserved TFBSs. We used an 85% matrix match threshold, a Z score of Ͼ10, and a Fisher exact test P value of Ͻ0.05 to select for TFBSs within each cluster that were statistically overrepresented compared to the background values for all genes in oPOSSUM. These criteria have been shown by testing randomly generated gene lists to yield a specificity of 86% (25) .
Real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) expression analysis. Total RNA was reverse transcribed using a high-capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) and amplified using TaqMan universal PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems). TaqMan gene expression assays (Applied Biosystems) for IFNB1 (Applied Biosystems assay identification code Hs01077958_s1), IRF7 (Hs00242190_g1), MX1 (Hs00182073_m1), NFKB1 (Hs00231653_m1), TRAF1 (Hs01090170_m1), and GAPDH (glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase) (Hs99999905_m1) were chosen to validate microarray expression profiles, and samples were prepared for analysis per the manufacturer's protocol. The microarray analysis verified that GAPDH was an appropriate endogenous control since GAPDH expression was constant throughout all conditions and time points. Samples were run on a 7900HT fast real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). Quantitative PCR analysis was performed using SDS 2.3 and RQ Manager 1.2 (Applied Biosystems). All expression values were normalized against the GAPDH endogenous control and then normalized against values for mock-infected samples to obtain relative gene expression ratios using the Pfaffl method (50) .
Microarray data accession number. All of the microarray data were deposited according to MIAME standards in the Gene Expression Omnibus database at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/, with accession number GSE12664.
RESULTS
Differential gene expression following wt HPIV1 infection goes beyond modulation of the type I IFN response. In order to better understand the host cell response to HPIV1 infection, A549 human respiratory epithelial cells were infected with wt HPIV1 at an MOI of 5 TCID 50 per cell or were mock infected, and total cellular RNA was extracted at 6, 12, 24, and 48 h p.i. RNA was reverse transcribed, and changes in gene expression were compared to levels for mock-infected cells by use of a two-color, 60-mer cDNA microarray platform representing more than 41,000 human genes and expressed sequence tags. To directly identify IFN-inducible genes in A549 cells for comparison to the wt HPIV1-induced genes, additional A549 cells were treated with 300 pg/ml (60 IU/ml) of IFN-␤ or left untreated and analyzed in the same way as the wt HPIV1-infected cells. This dose of IFN-␤ was chosen because it approximates the concentration previously shown to be induced in this cell line by infection with the C F170S and P(CϪ) viruses (4, 66) . An overview of this data set is depicted in Fig. 1 , column I. Each treatment group (i.e., wt HPIV1 or IFN-␤) at each time point consists of three replicates. A considerable number of known IFN-inducible genes, e.g., IRF7 and MX1, were upregulated late in the course of wt HPIV1 infection, i.e., at 48 h p.i., even though wt HPIV1 is known to inhibit type I IFN production and signaling in A549 cells (66) . A total of 343 genes were differentially expressed (i.e., a fourfold or greater change compared to levels for mock infection; P Ͻ 0.01) at one or more time points following infection with wt HPIV1 and/or IFN-␤ treatment; overall, 284 genes were differentially expressed for HPIV1 and 191 genes for IFN-␤ (Fig. 2) .
The 343 genes that were differentially expressed in response to wt HPIV1 and/or IFN-␤ treatment were grouped into clusters based on the kinetics and magnitude of gene expression. This was done using a hierarchical clustering analysis of the 343 genes across both treatments and all of the time points (i.e., wt HPIV1 at 6, 12, 24, and 48 h p.i. and IFN-␤ at 6 and 24 h). Five different gene expression profile patterns were identified, including three clusters containing a combined total of 209 genes that were predominantly responsive to both IFN and wt HPIV1 (Fig. 1, clusters A , B, and D), one cluster of 17 genes that was predominantly responsive to IFN-␤ but not wt HPIV1 (cluster C), and one cluster of 117 genes that was predominantly responsive to wt HPIV1 but not IFN-␤ (cluster E). Although, in total, the 226 genes from clusters A, B, C, and D can be grouped together based on the predominant kinetics of gene expression after IFN-␤ treatment, only 191 of the 226 genes satisfied the fourfold-change criterion for IFN-responsive genes (Fig. 2) . The remaining 34 genes were upregulated less than fourfold with IFN-␤ treatment but greater than fourfold with wt HPIV1 infection. Some representative members of each cluster are indicated in Fig. 1 , column I; a complete list of the genes and their expression levels is provided in Table S1 in the supplemental material. The graphs in Fig. 1 , column II, represent the geometric mean values for the change over time compared to mock infection values for all genes within each cluster and indicate a signature profile for the genes in that cluster.
Nearly all of the 170 genes in cluster A were responsive to IFN-␤ treatment, and a majority also were responsive to wt HPIV1 infection, although the response to wt HPIV1 infection was delayed by approximately 24 h (Fig. 1 , column II, cluster A). In both treatment groups, the change increased with time. We next analyzed cluster A (and each succeeding cluster) for the overrepresentation of functional pathways within each cluster of genes by using a software tool that determines the likelihood of a given number of genes being represented within a defined pathway (Ingenuity Pathway Analysis). The P values (Fisher's exact test) for that likelihood are indicated next to the pathways in Fig. 1 , column III. Genes involved in the Toll-like receptor and NF-B pathways were overrepresented in cluster A, which is not surprising given the observed upregulation in response to IFN-␤ and wt HPIV1 (Fig. 1 , column III; also see Table S1 in the supplemental material). In an aim at understanding the regulation of gene expression within a given cluster, the JASPAR database of TFBSs was searched for the overrepresentation of specific TFBSs within the genes contained in each cluster. In cluster A, IRF1 and IRF3/ISGF3 TFBSs, which all share the same conserved consensus sequence, were found to be significantly overrepresented ( Fig. 1 , column III). Since ISGF3, a heterotrimeric complex of STAT1, STAT2, and IRF9, is induced by binding of IFN-␤ to the IFN receptor, this finding was not unexpected. Translocation of ISGF3 into the nucleus activates the transcription of genes with ISRE. IRF1 similarly binds to and activates upstream cis-acting elements of the IFNA and IFNB genes.
Cluster B contained 27 genes that were upregulated predominantly by IFN-␤ and wt HPIV1. The mRNAs in cluster B were rapidly induced at 6 h after IFN-␤ treatment but, on average, failed to increase further at 24 h, whereas HPIV1 infection led to a steady increase in the expression of the cluster B genes (Fig. 1 , column II, cluster B). Genes within this cluster seem to be functionally involved in IFN signaling and interleukin-6 (IL-6) signaling. Analysis of upstream cis-acting elements revealed that the family of NF-B binding sites was significantly overrepresented among these genes. IFIT2 (IFNinduced protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 2/ISG-54) was one of the most strongly expressed genes in cluster B and was upregulated 85-fold by IFN-␤ treatment and more than 500-fold following wt HPIV1 infection (see Table S1 in the supplemental material).
The 17 genes in cluster C were upregulated by IFN-␤ but not by wt HPIV1. Upregulation was rapid, occurring by 6 h, with a continued increase at 24 h (Fig. 1 , column II, cluster C). The genes in cluster C formed a relatively heterogeneous group that contained no significantly overrepresented functional pathways or TFBSs and contained only a few genes with known antiviral function, such as the tripartite motif protein 34 (TRIM34) (41) . It is significant that infection with wt HPIV1 did not induce or activate expression of the subset of IFN-␤-responsive genes that are represented in cluster C, suggesting that HPIV1 might activate a selective negative-feedback mechanism that inhibits transcription of a subset of IFN-␤-responsive genes.
Cluster D is comprised of 12 genes that as a group were strongly induced by wt HPIV1 infection but weakly induced with IFN-␤ treatment. Only two genes were significantly induced by IFN-␤ beyond fourfold. Genes involved in IFN-␤ and chemokine signaling, such as CCL3, CCL5, CXCL10, and IL-28A/IFN-, were overrepresented in this cluster, and both IRF1 and c-REL binding sites dominated in the promoter regions of cluster D genes ( Fig. 1 , column III; also see Table S1 in the supplemental material).
Cluster E contained 117 genes that were induced predominantly by wt HPIV1 but not by IFN-␤. Induction of the genes in cluster E was significantly delayed, i.e., it was not observed until 48 h p.i. This cluster notably included the cytokines IL-6, IL-8, tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-␣), and CXCL3, and as a result, apoptosis, NF-B, and death receptor pathways as well as IL-6 signaling pathways were significantly overrepresented in cluster E. The family of NF-B TFBSs, but not ISRE or IRF, was statistically overrepresented in the promoters of these genes. The five species of NF-B transcription factors, RELA (p65), RELB, c-REL, NF-B1 (p105/p50), and NF-B2 (p100/p52), are present in homo-and heterodimers that are bound by IB proteins and localized in the cytoplasm until IB The genes were clustered into five groups (A through E, demarcated to the right) according to the levels of similarity of expression kinetics and magnitudes of expression versus those for mock infection at each time point, using a Pearson correlation as a measure of similarity. The number of genes in each cluster is given in parentheses. Three of the clusters (A, B, and D) contain genes that were predominantly responsive to IFN-␤ and/or wt HPIV1; one cluster (C) contains genes that were predominantly responsive to IFN-␤ but not wt HPIV1, and one cluster (E) contains genes that were predominantly responsive to wt HPIV1 but not IFN-␤ (see the text).
(Column II) The gene expression profiles for clusters A through E are shown in panels A through E, respectively, with the geometric mean gene expression (y axis) plotted against each treatment condition at the indicated time points (hours p.i.) (x axis). (Column III) Functional pathways that are overrepresented in clusters A through E were determined using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis and are indicated on the left, next to the expression profile of the respective cluster. TFBSs that are overrepresented among the genes within each cluster were identified using oPPOSUM to search the JASPAR core database and are indicated to the right. Ag, antigen.
is phosphorylated by the IB kinase, leading to its ubiquitination and proteasome-mediated degradation. This releases the various NF-B dimers for nuclear translocation and binding to NF-〉 TFBSs in target genes. RELA, RELB, and c-REL each contain a transactivator domain that strongly activates transcription, whereas NF-B1 and NF-B2 lack this domain and, when binding as homodimers, can function as transcription repressors (65) . Taken together, two key signaling pathways, the NF-B and the IFN pathways, are central to regulating the cellular antiviral and inflammatory response to wt HPIV1 infection.
The HPIV1 C proteins inhibit the induction of gene expression in A549 cells. The HPIV1 C proteins play an important role in the inhibition of IFN-␤ production and signaling (6, 66) . The recently generated rHPIV1 mutant that does not express any of the C proteins, designated P(CϪ), is similar to C F170S with regard to its IFN phenotype in A549 cells but differs from C F170S in that P(CϪ) is a strong inducer of apoptosis in LLC-MK2 and A549 cells whereas C F170S more closely resembles wt HPIV1 as a weak inducer of apoptosis (4, 66) . In addition, P(CϪ) is more attenuated than C F170S in the respiratory tracts of hamsters and AGMs (4). We first sought to compare the numbers of genes that were differentially expressed by infection with wt HPIV1 and HPIV1 C mutant viruses to assess the role of the C proteins in controlling the host response to viral infection. Therefore, the number of significantly differentially regulated genes (fourfold cutoff, P Ͻ 0.01) in A549 cells infected with either the C F170S or the P(CϪ) mutant was compared to that with wt HPIV1 infection or IFN-␤ treatment. Surprisingly, infection with C F170S or P(CϪ) altered the expression of a substantially greater number of genes than wt HPIV1 infection or IFN-␤ treatment. Specifically, taking all of the time points into consideration, the C F170S mutant significantly induced 1,734 genes and suppressed 690 genes, whereas P(CϪ) induced 1,430 genes and suppressed 170 genes by 48 h p.i. In contrast, wt HPIV1 significantly induced 281 genes and suppressed 3 genes (Fig. 2) . This indicates the profound effect the C proteins have on suppression of the host cell response to HPIV1 infection.
Treatment with IFN-␤ differentially induced 190 genes and suppressed only one expressed sequence tag at 6 h and/or 24 h posttreatment, based on a fourfold or greater change compared to expression with mock treatment, for a total of 191 IFN-␤-responsive genes (Fig. 2) . For comparison, previous microarray-based studies that surveyed only a fraction of the human genome identified 14, 56, and 268 genes whose expression changed 10-fold, 4-fold, and 2-fold, respectively, in IFN-␤-treated HT1080 human fibrosarcoma cells by 6 h and 42 genes whose expression changed 5-fold in IFN-␣-treated A549 cells by 24 h (10, 20, 56) . Interestingly, to the best of our knowledge, 66 of the 190 induced genes whose expression changed fourfold or greater in the present study have not previously been described as IFN regulated (see Table S1 in the supplemental material) (10, 20, 56) .
Pairwise comparisons of the change in global gene expression (i.e., the entire microarray) were conducted for C F170S versus wt HPIV1, P(CϪ) versus wt HPIV1, and C F170S versus P(CϪ) at 6, 12, 24, and 48 h p.i. (Fig. 3) . In this comparison, each gene is represented by a single dot, and the accumulation of dots along the center diagonal line in each plot in Fig. 3 indicates similar changes (n-fold) between the viruses represented on the x and y axes, whereas the two outer lines indicate a fourfold difference. This comparison of the kinetics of the cellular response to infection showed that global gene expression in cells infected with C F170S or P(CϪ) at 6 and 12 h p.i. did not differ significantly from that of wt HPIV1-infected cells (Fig. 3, 6 h and 12 h). Points deviate from the central diagonal at only 24 h and/or 48 h p.i., especially when either of the C mutant viruses is compared to the wt, due to the potent effects of infection with mutant viruses that are unable to suppress the cellular response to viral infection. By 24 h p.i., a significant proportion of genes were either up-or downregulated more than fourfold in both the C F170S and P(CϪ) groups, as indicated by the number of dots outside the two outer boundaries that run parallel to the diagonal, while wt HPIV1 virus did not have this effect (Fig. 3, 24 h ). At 48 h p.i., this difference in gene expression between each of the C mutants and wt HPIV1 was even more pronounced. It was also important to compare transcriptional patterns between the two C mutant viruses in order to investigate why the complete deletion of the C gene conferred a greater level of attenuation and an apoptotic phenotype, in contrast to C F170S . Surprisingly, there was no apparent difference in global gene expression between the C F170S -and P(CϪ)-infected cells, with the exception of a slightly more pronounced gene induction in P(CϪ)-infected cells at 24 h p.i. (Fig. 3, right) . However, none of the genes differed fourfold or more in expression between these two C mutant viruses. Because of the remarkable lack of obvious differential gene expression between C F170S -and P(CϪ)-infected cells, the sequence identity of C F170S or P(CϪ) was confirmed in the supernatant of the respective cell cultures used in the RNA extraction for gene expression analysis (data not shown).
The observation that there was not a single gene that differed with statistical significance by fourfold or more between the two C mutant viruses at any time point might seem inconsistent with the data shown in Fig. 2 , where, for example, the overall numbers of genes that were differentially regulated for each C mutant virus versus the mock-treated control were 1,600 for the P(CϪ) virus and 2,421 for the C F170S mutant, a difference of 821 genes. This apparent discrepancy can be reconciled by constructing a Venn diagram and inspecting the genes that are differentially expressed only by P(CϪ) infection compared to mock infection or only by C F170S infection compared to mock infection (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). The difference in the numbers of differentially regulated genes, i.e., 821, between the P(CϪ) and C F170S groups compared to the mock infection group does not accurately represent the total numbers of genes that were differentially expressed between the two C mutant viruses because not every one of the 1,600 genes that was differentially expressed by P(CϪ) infection was also differentially expressed by C F170S infection. The numbers of genes that are differentially expressed during P(CϪ) or C F170S infection compared to mock infection can be grouped into three sets: 169 genes that were altered by P(CϪ) infection only, 990 genes that were altered by C F170S infection only, and 1,431 genes that were altered by both C mutant infections (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). Thus, in total, there were 1,159 genes that were identified as differentially expressed during infection with one C mutant but not the other compared to mock infection. Of these 1,159 genes, none was significantly differentially expressed fourfold or more between the two viruses, suggesting that the differences were small and generally in the same direction, as indicated in the examples given in Table 1 . Thus, changes and statistical filters that compared the two mutant viruses directly were needed to identify genes that differed significantly so that subsequent functional bioinformatics analyses could be performed (Table 2 ; also see mock-treated control at any time point. These genes, which numbered 2,612, were subjected to pairwise comparisons among the three virus treatment groups, with analysis of each time point separately, in order to identify virus-to-virus differences that might account for phenotypic differences. Of the 2,612 genes, 1,238 were differentially regulated in at least one pairwise comparison between any two virus groups at the same time point. Consistently with the analysis from Fig. 3 , we did not identify a single gene that was significantly differentially expressed between C F170S and P(CϪ) infection when using a fourfold cutoff and multiple testing correction. The 1,238 genes included all but 76 of the 191 IFN-␤-responsive genes detected in this study; therefore, these additional 76 genes were added to the comparison to allow the full complement of IFN-␤-responsive genes to serve as a benchmark for the analysis of a possible transcriptional basis for the phenotypic differences seen among wt HPIV1, C F170S , and P(CϪ) infections and also to permit an analysis of the behavior of IFN-responsive genes during infection with the HPIV1 C protein mutants. The total of 1,314 genes were hierarchically clustered into groups A to H based on similarities in gene expression kinetics and magnitude, as described for Fig. 1 (Fig. 4 , columns I and II; also see Table S2 in the supplemental material).
Cluster F represented a distinct group of 223 mRNAs that individually were responsive to most or all of the four treatments [IFN-␤, C F170S , P(CϪ), or wt HPIV1] (Fig. 4 , column I; also see Table S2 in the supplemental material). Cluster F included most of the 191 IFN-␤-responsive genes detected in this study. Cluster F is similar, but not identical, to cluster A shown in Fig. 1 . In addition, the majority of genes in cluster C of Fig. 1 , which were upregulated predominantly by IFN-␤ treatment and not at all by wt HPIV1 infection, are found in cluster F of Fig. 4 . The expression of 16 of these 17 genes was significantly more highly induced by infection with the C mutant viruses beginning at 24 h p.i. (see Table S1 versus Table S2 in the supplemental material). Paradoxically, the remaining gene, namely, angiotensinogen (AGT), in this group of 17 was downregulated by the C mutant viruses even though it was induced by IFN-␤. This is an indication that the effects of the C proteins are more complex than a general inhibition of IFN production and signaling. For the genes in cluster F as a whole, the mean change induced by IFN-␤ was approximately threefold at 6 h and approximately eightfold at 24 h (Fig. 4 , column II, cluster F). Infection with wt HPIV1 induced a delayed response that, at 48 h p.i., was similar in magnitude to the IFN-␤-induced response at 24 h, whereas C F170S and P(CϪ) Fig. S4 and Table S7 in the supplemental material.
d These two genes are included within the 28 genes identified when the change cutoff was applied prior to statistical testing. e A twofold cutoff was applied prior to statistical testing with multiple testing correction.
FIG. 4. Infection of A549 cells with C
F170S or P(CϪ) drastically alters the expression of a large number of genes involved in diverse cellular functions. A total of 1,238 genes that were differentially expressed at 6, 12, 24, and 48 h p.i. following infection with C F170S , P(CϪ), and wt viruses were combined with 76 genes that were differentially regulated at 6 or 24 h after IFN-␤ treatment and subjected to hierarchical clustering based on similarity of expression kinetics and magnitude of expression, as described in the legend to Fig. 1 , yielding eight clusters (A through H). (Column I) As for Fig. 1 , the clusters are depicted by a hierarchical clustering matrix, with the columns representing treatment and time point (hours p.i.) and the rows indicating individual transcripts, with representative transcripts identified to the right. The number of genes in each cluster is given in parentheses. (Column II) The geometric mean gene expression profiles for clusters A through H are shown in panels A through H, respectively, with the geometric mean gene expression (y axis) plotted against each treatment condition at the indicated time points (in hours p.i.) (x axis). (Column III) Functional pathways that are overrepresented in clusters A through H were determined using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis and are indicated on the left, next to the expression profile of the respective cluster. TFBSs that are overrepresented among the genes within each cluster were identified using oPOSSUM to search the JASPAR core database. Ag, antigen. induced a far earlier and greater response than wt HPIV1 that equaled or exceeded that of IFN-␤. By 24 h p.i., C F170S and P(CϪ) induced on average a greater than 10-fold upregulation of cluster F gene expression, exceeding the response induced by IFN-␤ treatment for 24 h (Fig. 4, column II, cluster F) . Among the genes within cluster F, genes involved in IFN signaling, antigen presentation, ubiquitination, and Toll-like receptor signaling were overrepresented. As expected, ISGF3, IRF1, and IRF3 TFBSs were overrepresented within the upstream promoter sequences of cluster F genes (Fig. 4, column  III, cluster F) . Virtually every member of cluster F was induced much earlier and to a greater extent by the C F170S and P(CϪ) mutants than by wt HPIV1, suggesting that functional C proteins are crucial in suppressing the transcription of antiviral genes within this cluster.
The remaining seven gene clusters (Fig. 4 , column ⌱⌱) contained only a few IFN-␤-responsive genes and consisted mainly of genes that were differentially expressed between virus groups. Genes in clusters A, B, and C shared three features: (i) they were not significantly upregulated by IFN-␤, (ii) they were upregulated by all three viruses, and (iii) the increase in upregulation was much greater for the C mutant viruses than for wt HPIV1. Nonetheless, each cluster exhibited a clear difference in kinetics or magnitude of the upregulation of expression. The 337 genes in cluster A, on average, were induced strongly following infection with either C mutant within 12 h and to a much more limited and delayed degree following wt HPIV1 infection (Fig. 4 , columns I and II, cluster A). The 102 genes in cluster B shared a similar expression profile. However, infection with P(CϪ) upregulated cluster B gene expression at 24 h p.i. to an even higher level than in cluster A, and expression was maintained at that level through 48 h p.i. In cluster B, wt HPIV1 infection led to a slightly more pronounced average gene induction at 48 h than in cluster A (Fig. 4 , column II, cluster B). Cluster A included genes involved in the p38 MAPK, NF-B, p53, and death receptor pathways, while genes involved in death receptor, IL-6, and apoptosis pathways were overrepresented in cluster B (Fig. 4, column III, clusters A and  B) . Overrepresentation of TFBSs suggested a role for forkhead transcription factors FOXD1 and FOXD3 in the regulation of cluster A genes and for c-REL, RELA, and NF-B1 in the regulation of cluster B genes (Fig. 4, column III, clusters A and  B) . The specific functions of FOXD1 and FOXD3 have not yet been well defined, but the family of forkhead transcription factors are best known for their role in regulating cellular development and differentiation (52) . The 334 genes in cluster C behaved similarly to those in clusters A and B, but the magnitude of expression was less than that in clusters A and B, and overrepresentation of only one functional pathway (lipid metabolism) was found in this large cluster of genes (Fig. 4 , column III, cluster C). Clearly, functional C proteins partially suppress the activation of genes in clusters A, B, and C.
Cluster D stood out because of its small size (only nine genes were assigned to this cluster) and because these genes were upregulated rapidly and to a very high level following wt or mutant HPIV1 infection. These findings indicate that wt C proteins permit the activation of these nine genes. However, since the level of expression of these genes is slightly lower in the wt-infected group than in the mutant HPIV1-infected groups, this indicates that the C proteins can have a quantitative effect on modulating the overall level of gene induction in response to viral infection (Fig. 4, column II, cluster D) . Cluster D included mRNAs encoding IL-6, IFN-␤, and IL-28A/ IFN-2 and the chemokines CX3CL1, CCL2, and CCL5 (Fig.  4, columns I to III, cluster D) . c-REL TFBSs were overrepresented in this set of genes. Cluster D genes contrast with those in clusters E and G, which fail to activate during wt HPIV1 infection.
The 25 genes in cluster E and the 48 genes in cluster G were induced at a relatively low level and only late following infection with C F170S or P(CϪ) but not at all following either wt HPIV1 infection or IFN-␤ treatment (Fig. 4, column II, clus ters E and G). The magnitudes of expression of the two clusters differed between 24 h and 48 h p.i., since after infection with the C mutant viruses, the average gene expression increased substantially for cluster E but remained flat or decreased for cluster G. The genes in cluster E were only marginally overrepresented in the lipid metabolism pathway, and none of the TFBSs were overrepresented in this cluster (Fig. 4 , column II, cluster E). The 48 genes in cluster G, however, including proinflammatory genes (e.g., IL-1B) as well as inhibitors of inflammation (e.g., SOCS3), were overrepresented in the acute-phase response and the IL-10 pathway, with complex transcriptional regulation (Fig. 4, column III , cluster G). The transcription factors overrepresented in this cluster included FOXI1, zinc finger protein 42 (ZNF42), and FOXD1. ZNF42 and both forkhead transcription factors FOXI1 and FOXD1 are best known for regulating cellular development and differentiation (26, 52) .
Lastly, cluster H included all of the genes downregulated by infection with C F170S or P(CϪ) (Fig. 4 , column II, cluster H). Infection with either C mutant virus significantly suppressed the expression of the 234 genes in this cluster. Genes involved in xenobiotic, hydrocarbon, and cellular stress/protein metabolism pathways were overrepresented in this cluster, including genes encoding members of the cytochrome P450 superfamily, glutathione transferases, and UDP-glucuronosyltransferase. wt HPIV1 infection and IFN-␤ treatment had no effect on these genes. The only transcription factor statistically overrepresented was TCF1, also known as IFN production regulator factor, a protein that initially became known to control important liver-specific genes involved in metabolism but more recently was found to be expressed in lung tissue as well (59) (Fig. 4, column III, cluster H) . The gene expression profile of cluster H suggests that the C proteins expressed by wt HPIV1 inhibit the suppression of cluster H gene expression.
Taken together, the analyses of global gene expression in A549 cells infected with wt HPIV1, C F170S , and P(CϪ) suggest that wt HPIV1 is able to control a large and diverse array of host genes involved in the recognition of nonself RNA and the initiation of an antiviral response. Ablation of HPIV1 C protein function, by mutation or deletion, allows for an innate response of epithelial cells that encompasses a multitude of biological processes, including IFN signaling, cell death, inflammation, and metabolic regulation. We have observed that infection with P(CϪ) rapidly induces apoptosis, which is not seen during infection with C F170S or wt HPIV1. The similarity of the host transcriptional responses to infection with C F170S and P(CϪ) was unexpected (Fig. 2, 3, and 4 , column I), since the C proteins are multifunctional. We applied a principal-component analysis, using all genes on the microarrays to examine the level of similarity between treatments, and found that overall levels of gene expression during P(CϪ) and C F170S infection were highly similar (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material). Furthermore, both C mutant viruses induced gene expression patterns that were significantly different from that for wt infection. This identifies a high degree of similarity between the global gene expression profiles of the two mutants, but it does not rule out the possibility that small, specific differences exist between the two mutants, as addressed below. One might have expected that the host cell response to infection with C F170S , the virus containing only a single point mutation in each of the four C proteins, would not be as dramatic as the response to infection with P(CϪ), the virus not encoding any of the C proteins.
RT-qPCR confirms microarray-based observations regarding differential gene expression. In order to validate the kinetics of gene expression observed in the microarray study, five differentially expressed genes that encompassed a range of expression levels, kinetic patterns, and pathways representing all four treatment groups were selected for RT-qPCR analysis (Fig. 5) . For all five mRNAs, the gene expression profiles determined by microarray analysis were generally confirmed by the RT-qPCR analysis, indicating that this microarray platform yielded reliable semiquantitative results when triplicate samples were used. However, the microarray-generated data underestimated the magnitude of expression compared to that determined by RT-qPCR by a factor of 10 to 1,000. This probably reflected the more limited dynamic range in microarray analyses and probe saturation with high mRNA levels, as reported previously in a comparison of expression levels determined by Northern blot analysis versus microarray analysis (18) . However, the expression profiles derived from microarray data and RT-qPCR data, in general, followed the same trend over time. This confirmed that IRF7 and MX1 mRNAs were strongly induced by IFN-␤ treatment, whereas IFN〉 mRNA was only weakly induced, and that NFKB1 (transcription factor NF-B p100/p52) and TRAF1 (TNF receptor-associated factor 1, involved in signal transduction) mRNAs were not induced at all by this treatment (Fig. 5) . In addition, IRF7, NFKB1, and TRAF1 mRNAs were barely induced by wt HPIV1 infection but strongly induced by infection with either Values were normalized to that for the GAPDH endogenous control gene and are expressed as increases (n-fold) relative to the value for mock infection. Note that both axes are in logarithmic scale and that the qPCR data span a much larger dynamic range than the microarray data.
C mutant (Fig. 5) . IFN〉 and MX1 mRNAs were also induced by wt HPIV1 infection but not as strongly as following C F170S or P(CϪ) infection, confirming the previous expression pattern observed for cluster D genes (Fig. 4, column II, cluster D) .
More detailed examination of the IFN pathway. Since ablation of the function of IFN antagonist proteins results in the restriction of replication of many viruses in vivo (15, 66, 74) and since C F170S and P(CϪ) are attenuated in vivo but differ in their levels of replication, we took a closer look at individual genes in the IFN pathway to examine whether subtle differences in their expression levels in C F170S -and P(CϪ)-infected cells could explain the greater level of attenuation of P(CϪ). We examined the kinetics and magnitudes of expression of genes encoding type I IFNs and their receptors (Fig. 6A) , as well as those of genes involved in IRF3 and IFN signaling (Fig.  6B ). Since the numbers of genes in these pathways are large, only selected genes representative of most pathway members are presented. Interestingly, C F170S and P(CϪ) infection, but not wt HPIV1 infection or IFN-␤ treatment, induced the transcription of members of the family of IFNA genes, such as the IFNA4, -5, -8, -10, and -14 genes, but the expression of the type I IFN receptors IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 was not affected by any of the treatments (Fig. 6A) .
IRF3 can induce a subset of antiviral effector molecules, such as IFIT1 (IFN-induced protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 1/ISG60), ISG15, and IFI44, in the absence of IFN-␤. A hierarchical clustering matrix for these three genes is shown in Fig. 6B (top) . These IRF3-regulated genes were more strongly induced in C mutant virus-infected cells than in wt HPIV1-infected or IFN-␤-treated cells (see expression profile in Fig.  6B ). Since IRF3 dimerization and activation occur upstream of IFN-␤ and ISGF3 signaling during viral infection, these genes would be induced more rapidly than genes that are only ISGF3 stimulated, but, later in infection, IFN stimulation would contribute to the expression of both sets of genes. A selection of genes that are only ISGF3 stimulated is shown in Fig. 6B (bottom) and indeed appears to be induced less rapidly than the IRF3-stimulated genes. For all of these genes, the expression profiles were highly similar in C F170S -and P(CϪ)-infected cells.
Throughout the time course, wt HPIV1 failed to induce ISGF3-responsive genes to a level comparable to that induced by C F170S or P(CϪ), consistent with the reduced expression of IFN (Fig. 6B) . MX2 expression was completely suppressed for 24 h in the presence of wt C protein, whereas C F170S or P(CϪ) induced high levels of MX2 mRNAs by 24 h p.i. (Fig. 6B) . Importantly, wt HPIV1-induced expression of IFN-␤-and IRF3-responsive genes, including IRF7, ADAR, and PKR, was delayed, diminished, or completely absent even at 48 h p.i., compared to C F170S -or P(CϪ)-induced upregulation (Fig. 6B) . Interestingly, C F170S or P(CϪ) infection upregulated these IFN-␤-or IRF3-responsive genes far more than IFN-␤ treatment (Fig. 6B) .
Changes in host cell transcription do not reflect the striking cytopathic effect induced by P(C؊) infection. P(CϪ) is a potent inducer of apoptosis in A549 cells, while C F170S and wt HPIV1 are not (4) . We sought to examine individual genes in the apoptosis pathway to see if subtle differences in their expression levels in C F170S -, P(CϪ)-, and wt HPIV1-infected cells that might explain the apoptosis phenotype seen in cells infected with P(CϪ) could be detected. To do this, we looked at the kinetics and magnitudes of expression of individual genes in the extrinsic and intrinsic apoptosis pathways. Despite this prominent phenotypic difference, C F170S and P(CϪ) induced remarkably similar transcriptional profiles (Fig. 7) . Both C mutant viruses upregulated the expression of the same death ligands and death receptors examined with highly similar kinetics and magnitudes ( Fig. 7A and B) . In addition, no difference in regulation of apoptosis inhibitors, such as BIRC3 and BIRC5 (baculoviral IAP repeat-containing proteins 3 and 5), BCL2A1 (BCL2-related protein A1), and MCL1 (myeloid cell leukemia 1), was found ( Fig. 7C ; also see Table S4 in the supplemental material). We also compared levels of gene expression in the intrinsic apoptosis pathway, for instance, for CASP9, DIABLO, and BAX, and again found no difference in gene expression induced by the C mutant viruses (see Table S5 in the supplemental material). As already noted, a direct comparison between C F170S and P(CϪ) at 6, 12, 24, or 48 h did not detect a single gene that differed fourfold or more between the two mutants (with a P value of Ͻ0.01 after multiple testing correction). We appreciate that the statistical criteria chosen are somewhat arbitrary and that we may have missed genes that differed between infections with the C mutant viruses due to the stringency of our original selection criteria. To detect subtle differences in gene expression profiles that could explain the marked cytopathic effect seen during P(CϪ) infection but not during C F170S infection, we tested severalfold-change cutoffs below the fourfold level (Table 2 ). While we were unable to find any genes that were differentially expressed between C F170S and P(CϪ) infections by use of a fourfold cutoff, we found 28 genes that differed significantly (P Ͻ 0.01) between the two C mutants by twofold if multiple testing correction was performed sequentially and not simultaneously with the change cutoff (see Fig. S3 and Table S6 in the supplemental material). Functional analysis revealed that 2 of these 28 genes are known mediators of cell death. Notably, caspase 3 was upregulated 6.5-fold with P(CϪ) infection at 24 h p.i., 2.8-fold greater than with C F170S infection. However, by 48 h p.i., caspase 3 expression during C F170S infection increased to 6.3-fold above the level during mock infection, whereas the upregulation of caspase 3 induced by P(CϪ) diminished to 4.1-fold. The second apoptosis-related gene, TNFRSF10B, or TRAIL receptor 2 (TRAIL-R2), is responsible for signaling through the extrinsic apoptosis pathway. Similarly to caspase 3, TNFRSF10B was upregulated 4.8-fold with P(CϪ) infection at 24 h p.i., 2.1-fold greater than that seen with C F170S infection. However, at 48 h p.i., levels of TNFRSF10B expression during C F170S and P(CϪ) infection were comparable. At 24 h p.i., TNFSF10 (TRAIL) itself was upregulated 50.9-fold by C F170S infection, 1.95-fold greater than that seen with P(CϪ) infection, although apoptosis was induced only during P(CϪ) infection (Fig. 7A) . The earlier expression of TNFRSF10B and caspase 3 may contribute to the significant cytopathic effect observed during P(CϪ) infection at 48 h p.i., although the induction of TNFSF10 (TRAIL) itself was more pronounced in cells infected with C F170S , the C mutant virus that did not induce apoptosis.
DISCUSSION
Microarray-based analyses are increasingly being used in virology and have helped to elucidate virus-host interactions for a number of viruses (reviewed in reference 30). Here, we performed a comprehensive analysis of the responses of a human respiratory epithelial cell line to HPIV1 infection and to IFN-␤ treatment. Microarray analyses have previously been applied to study infection by murine PIV1 (SeV) (12, 62) . However, these studies had methodological issues that limited the ability to interpret the results, including that (i) human cells were infected with a murine virus, (ii) nonrespiratory cells were infected with a respiratory virus, (iii) mRNA levels were determined only at a single time point, (iv) customized arrays that included fewer than 1,000 genes and that focused on the IFN and antiviral pathways were used, and (v) the response to viral infection was not compared with the response to IFN treatment (12, 62) . In the present study, gene expression kinetics following infection with a human respiratory virus or administration of IFN-␤ were determined across multiple time points in human respiratory epithelial cells, the natural target of HPIV1, by use of a microarray representing the entire human genome. We chose to analyze only genes whose expression was at least fourfold up-or downregulated, thereby excluding genes that were more modestly induced or suppressed by viral infection or IFN treatment. In order to avoid a subjective or biased analysis, functional bioinformatics tools were used to group thousands of differentially expressed genes into distinct hierarchical clusters and to identify functional pathways overrepresented in each cluster. oPOSSUM single-site analysis software was used to examine upstream sequences for predicted TFBSs within each hierarchical cluster (25, 57, 67) , resulting in the identification of several key transcriptional regulatory pathways that are likely involved in the cellular response to HPIV1 infection.
As a first step in our analysis, we sought to identify genes that were differentially expressed as a result of wt HPIV1 infection. This set of genes was subsequently compared to the set of genes whose expression was altered by treatment with a physiological concentration of IFN-␤, allowing us to segregate and analyze IFN-responsive genes separately from IFN-independent genes in the wt HPIV1 microarray data set. IFN-␤ treatment was chosen for comparison because A549 cells and human airway epithelial cells produce this IFN in response to FIG. 7 . The C F170S and P(CϪ) mutant viruses share remarkably similar expression profiles for genes associated with death ligands, death receptors, and apoptosis inhibitors, despite distinct cytopathic phenotypes. Shown are hierarchical clustering matrices and gene expression profiles comparing the levels of gene expression for death ligands (A), death receptors (B), and apoptosis inhibitors (C) following infection with wt HPIV1 or the indicated HPIV1 mutant or following IFN-␤ treatment. A significant difference between C F170S and P(CϪ) was not detected for any of the apoptosis-related genes depicted.
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HPIV1, whereas IFN-␣ is not secreted at all or is barely detectable. In agreement with previous reports that established the central role of the type I IFN response in innate antiviral immunity (9, 55) , our clustering analysis indicated that approximately 60% of all genes induced late in infection with wt HPIV1 were also induced by IFN-␤ treatment. Specifically, 209 of the 343 genes were upregulated by both wt HPIV1 infection and IFN-␤ treatment (Fig. 1, clusters A, B, and D) . These 209 genes were overrepresented in the IFN signaling, antigen presentation, and ubiquitination pathways, as well as in the Tolllike receptor and NF-B pathways. However, wt HPIV1 upregulated an additional 129 genes that were not upregulated by IFN-␤ (Fig. 1, column I , cluster E). Many of these genes were also under the control of the family of IRF and NF-B transcription factors and were involved in apoptosis signaling and inflammation. These data are in agreement with and expand on a previous report on the dominant role of IRF3-and NF-B-regulated genes in the response of human embryonic kidney cells to SeV infection at 6 h (12). It can be concluded by inspection of the kinetic data that wt HPIV1 is able to silence the innate antiviral response for at least 6 to 12 h p.i. but that IFN-dependent and IFN-independent antiviral pathways are activated at later time points as part of the innate response to infection. Next, we sought to determine the role of the HPIV1 C proteins in suppressing the antiviral response of respiratory epithelial cells by analyzing gene expression patterns following infection of A549 cells with two C mutant viruses. Previous studies had established a role for the HPIV1 C proteins and SeV C proteins as inhibitors of IFN induction and signaling, as well as inhibitors of apoptosis (19, 35, 38) . Two mutant viruses, one with a single point mutation in C and one with a deletion of all four C proteins, C F170S and P(CϪ), respectively, were selected for this analysis. wt HPIV1 inhibits the induction of IFN and signaling of IFN through its receptor, but C F170S and P(CϪ) each fail to inhibit these two activities. In addition, P(CϪ) infection induces apoptosis, whereas C F170S and wt HPIV1 infections do not, and P(CϪ) is much more restricted in replication in AGMs than C F170S (3, 4, 66) . Using the C
F170S
and P(CϪ) viruses, we sought to compare the host responses following infection with these mutants to that following wt HPIV1 infection. We found that, following infection with either C mutant virus, the number of differentially expressed genes expanded dramatically, implicating a critical role for the HPIV1 C proteins in blunting the host's antiviral response. Using whole-genome microarrays, we found that with C F170S infection, 392 and 2,322 genes were differentially regulated more than fourfold at 24 and 48 h p.i., respectively, while with wt HPIV1 infection, only 54 and 277 genes were differentially expressed at the same time points. Thus, approximately 1% of the over 41,000 unique probes analyzed in our study were altered by HPIV1-C F170S at 24 h p.i., and only 14% of that subset of genes were altered by wt HPIV1, indicating that the wt HPIV1 C proteins inhibited modulation of the majority of antiviral genes that would otherwise be upregulated or downregulated as a result of HPIV1 infection. Importantly, this striking suppression of gene expression was associated with mutation in the C proteins but not with differences in virus replication. C F170S and wt HPIV1 exhibited identical kinetics of replication in vitro, and although P(CϪ) was approximately 100-fold restricted in replication at 24 and 48 h p.i. compared to wt HPIV1 and C F170S (see Fig. S5 in the supplemental material), P(CϪ) infection was capable of suppressing gene expression just as well as C F170S infection. Strähle et al. examined gene expression in human fibrosarcoma cells 24 h p.i. in response to SeV-wt or SeV-C F170S infection by using a customized array designed to probe approximately 150 genes with overrepresentation of the IFN pathway (62) . In their study, infection with SeV-C F170S at an MOI of 20 induced 15 of 150 genes (10%) more than twofold at 24 h p.i., while SeV-wt (Ohita M strain) failed to induce the expression of any gene. We also found that the expression of IFN-␤-inducible genes was greater following infection with C F170S or P(CϪ) than following treatment with 300 pg/ml of IFN-␤, the concentration of IFN induced by C F170S infection of A549 cells (66) . The greater induction seen with C mutant infection is due in part to direct viral recognition by RIG-I-like receptors and subsequent activation of IRFs and NF-B. Activated IRF3 not only stimulates the IFNB promoter to produce IFN-␤ but also can independently activate ISRE to augment the production of IFN-stimulated genes (ISGs). In contrast, the effect of exogenous IFN is limited to signaling through the IFN receptor and activation of the ISGF3 transcription factor complex to upregulate the expression of antiviral effectors and other ISGs. The wt C proteins likely block the RIG-I-like receptor and IFN signaling pathways, as evidenced by the lack of IRF3 and STAT activation and IFN production during infection with wt HPIV1, and this antagonism is ablated as a result of mutation or deletion of the HPIV1 C proteins (6, 66) . In another similarly designed microarray study, Hartman et al. compared the host response to wt Ebola virus with the response to a highly attenuated Ebola virus containing a single amino acid change, namely, R312A, in the IRF3-inhibitory domain of VP35 (22) . Like wt HPIV1, wt Ebola virus was remarkably effective in suppressing the activation of cellular antiviral and IFN-responsive genes. The single VP35 R312A mutation in Ebola virus, however, reversed the inhibition of only 39 genes, whereas the single C F170S mutation in HPIV1 reversed the inhibition of over 2,000 genes (Fig. 2) . The Ebola virus VP35 protein confers virulence during infection by inhibiting IRF3 activation and IFN-␤ production, whereas the VP24 protein inhibits STAT1 nuclear translocation and IFN signaling (21, 54) . Unlike Ebola virus, which utilizes two separate viral proteins to antagonize IFN production and signaling, HPIV1 encodes the C proteins from a single gene segment that blocks both arms of the viral recognition and IFN pathways and probably suppresses the expression of many more genes than VP35 alone.
Following the comparison of levels of gene expression between wt HPIV1 and the two C mutant viruses, we next compared the cellular responses to C F170S and P(CϪ) infections to determine whether differences in gene expression profiles were associated with the observed differences in the mutants' apoptosis and attenuation phenotypes. Surprisingly, the cellular response to C F170S infection was comparable to the response to P(CϪ) infection, both qualitatively and quantitatively (Fig. 4) . Although the microarray-based analysis may have missed differences between C F170S and P(CϪ) due to a decreased sensitivity compared to that of RT-qPCR, this limitation occurred only with very highly upregulated genes, where gene induction is already qualitatively clear. For example, IFNB, which was induced 853,062-fold as measured by RT-qPCR and 628-fold by microarray analysis, showed 1,358-fold greater sensitivity by qPCR due to saturation of the IFNB probe on the microarray. However, less strongly upregulated genes, such as NFKB1, which was induced 68-fold as measured by RT-qPCR and 11-fold by microarray analysis, showed only 6-fold greater sensitivity in detecting differential expression. The difference is significantly less pronounced since genes that are upregulated less do not suffer as much from microarray probe saturation. Thus, although the microarray-based analysis may have missed small differences in gene expression between viruses, we have shown that both technologies have comparable sensitivities at lower expression levels. Based on the phenotypic differences between the two mutants, with P(CϪ) being the more attenuated in vivo and a strong inducer of apoptosis in vitro, we expected to find transcriptional differences in at least the apoptosis pathway. However, not a single mRNA was differentially expressed by use of our predefined criteria, i.e., a fourfold change and a P value of Ͻ0.01. To detect any subtle differences between infections with the two C mutant viruses, we tested severalfold-change cutoffs. After relaxing our change cutoff to twofold and subsequently performing a t test with multiple testing correction, we identified two genes, caspase 3 and the TRAIL receptor 2 (TNFRSF10B), that could potentially contribute to P(CϪ)-induced apoptosis. P(CϪ) infection upregulated both genes earlier, at 24 h p.i., than C F170S infection. However, in both cases, the magnitude of upregulation during C F170S infection caught up by 48 h p.i., and the TRAIL ligand (TNFSF10) itself was induced at comparable levels by both viruses at 24 h p.i.
It was surprising that the C F170S mutant, which contains a single point mutation at amino acid 170 of the C protein, induced a transcriptional profile that was almost indistinguishable from that induced by the P(CϪ) mutant, a virus that does not express any of the C genes. Although P(CϪ) infection induces apoptosis much more rapidly and extensively than C F170S (4), the expression kinetics of death ligands, death receptors, or antiapoptotic factors that could account for P(CϪ)-induced cell death did not differ significantly by fourfold from those of C F170S at any time (Fig. 7A , B, and C). Since knockout of the C gene causes cell death whereas expression of the wt C gene does not, we hypothesized that the wt HPIV1 and C F170S C proteins prevented cell death through apoptosis inhibition, i.e., either through inhibition of proapoptotic pathways or through activation of antiapoptotic pathways. Previous studies of SeV suggested that a delicate balance between proapoptotic and antiapoptotic pathways during viral infection exists. SeV infection activates the cellular phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase pathway and, through AKT activation, prevents apoptosis (49) . Thus, the differences in the apoptosis phenotypes of the two C mutants likely lie in the interaction of one or more of the C proteins of C F170S and wt HPIV1 with one or more constitutively expressed factors, which results in the suppression of the apoptosis response. Both wt C proteins and point-mutated C proteins could potentially activate apoptosis inhibitory proteins or antagonize proapoptotic proteins that would otherwise be triggered during HPIV1 infection. These two possibilities can be tested once the mechanism of interaction with the host apoptosis machinery has been defined. The greater level of attenuation of P(CϪ) than of C F170S likely reflects a contribution of apoptosis to the decreased replication of P(CϪ), but the loss of a yet-undefined function of C required for replication in vivo may contribute as well. Although wt HPIV1 suppressed the upregulation of a broad array of cellular genes that were induced by P(CϪ) and C F170S infection, global shutoff of host transcription did not occur. In fact, only 234 of 2,612 differentially expressed genes were downregulated (Fig. 4, panel II, cluster H) . Interestingly, both C mutant viruses downregulated these genes to a greater extent than wt HPIV1 (see Table S2 in the supplemental material). Thus, the wt C proteins blunted both induction and suppression of a specific set of host genes that would otherwise react to viral infection. This is in stark contrast to what has been described for vesicular stomatitis virus, which shuts down transcription globally through M protein-mediated inhibition of the three cellular RNA polymerases I, II, and III (1, 69), or for Rift Valley fever virus, which, through inhibition of TFIIH transcription factor complex assembly via its NS proteins, leads to the rapid destabilization of host cellular RNA synthesis (40) . However, other members of the order Mononegavirales, such as the Marburg and Ebola filoviruses, suppress the antiviral and type I IFN responses without shutting down host cell functions globally, and the degree of antiviral suppression by these viruses seems to correlate with virulence in vivo (34) . Similarly, our data indicate that wt HPIV1 C protein function, i.e., suppression of antiviral pathways early in infection, is an important virulence factor and that the loss of this activity in both C F170S and P(CϪ) leads to attenuation in vivo. Following the global analysis of virus-modulated pathways, we attempted a more detailed analysis of the IFN and apoptotic pathways in order to understand the different in vivo and in vitro phenotypes of wt HPIV1, P(CϪ), and C F170S . We found that by 48 h p.i., wt HPIV1 induced IFNB expression 180-fold as measured by microarray and 1,200-fold as measured by qPCR (Fig. 5A) . Previously, we reported that IFNB mRNA was not detectable at any time point in response to HPIV1 infection (66) . Reexamination of that data identified a 5,600-fold induction of IFNB mRNA following C F170S infection versus a 12-fold induction following wt HPIV1 infection at 48 h p.i., i.e., a 458-fold reduction in IFNB transcription following wt HPIV1 infection compared to that following C F170S infection (66) . In the present study, C F170S induced 695 times more IFNB mRNA than wt HPIV1 at 48 h p.i., confirming that IFNB mRNA is strongly induced by C F170S but not by wt HPIV1 (see Table S3 in the supplemental material). At the protein level, we previously were unable to detect IFN-␤ in the supernatant of wt HPIV1-infected A549 cells by IFN bioassay, not even after 96 h p.i. (66) . In contrast, Bousse et al. detected 380 IU/ml of IFN-␤ by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay in MRC-5 cells 48 h p.i. with wt HPIV1 strain C-35 (GenBank accession no. M74081) (6) . This difference in IFN-␤ secretion could be due to the use of different cell lines (MRC-5 versus A549) and/or different virus strains. A protein sequence alignment of the C protein of the C-35 strain of HPIV1 used by Bousse et al. with our Washington 1964 wt HPIV1 strain revealed a C Q38P substitution in the C gene that could potentially be responsible for a distinct IFN phenotype. The C F170S virus serves as an example for the role a single amino acid substitution in the C protein can potentially have in the IFN phenotype. Importantly, the deficient IFN-␤ response of A549 cells to wt HPIV1 infection was also seen in primary human airway epithelial cell cultures, confirming the IFN production deficiency of respiratory epithelial cells infected with wt HPIV1 (5) .
One aim of this project was to identify cellular pathways that are targeted by the HPIV1 C proteins and to define how the C proteins exert such impressive transcriptional control of the host's innate immune system. We analyzed the gene expression profiles for all 14 transcription factors identified by bioinformatics analysis (see Fig. S6 in the supplemental material) and found that the expression levels of four genes, IRF1, ISGF3G, NF-B1, and c-Rel, were significantly upregulated increasingly over time, confirming the importance of the IRF3 and NF-B signaling pathways during parainfluenza infection and furthermore providing a feed-forward mechanism to amplify the host transcriptional response to viral infection. We expected to identify IRF and NF-B TFBSs overrepresented in genes induced by IFN treatment and HPIV1 infection, but other unexpected TFBSs were also identified. For example, FOXD1 and FOXD3 TFBSs were identified in genes upregulated by the HPIV1 C mutant viruses. Only recently has an important role for FoxD1 in the regulation of immune activation through the NF-B pathway been identified (42) . FoxD3 is well known for controlling cellular differentiation, but no role for FoxD3 in the regulation of the immune response or the response to viral infection has yet been defined. In future work, it will be important to define how the HPIV1 C proteins modify the activities of FOXD1, FOXD3, and other transcription factors and how CЈ, C, Y1, and Y2 differ in their abilities to alter transcriptional activity.
In summary, the HPIV1 C proteins exert remarkable control over the cellular transcriptional response to viral infection, indicating that the C proteins are important virulence factors for HPIV1. Mutations within the C gene permit the activation of a broad array of cellular genes involved in the type I IFN, IRF3, and NF-B pathways that would otherwise be repressed by HPIV1 infection, and these mutations specify an attenuation phenotype in vivo. However, the lack of a clear differential regulation of antiapoptotic and proapoptotic genes in P(CϪ)-and C F170S -infected cells allows for two models of P(CϪ)-induced apoptosis that could individually, or in combination, play a key role in determining the apoptosis phenotype of HPIV1 infection: (i) earlier expression of TNFRSF10B and caspase 3 and (ii) alterations in posttranslational events involving constitutively expressed cellular proapoptotic or antiapoptotic factors.
